The American system of higher education appears poised for disruptive change of potentially historic proportions due to massive new political, economic, and educational forces that threaten to undermine its business model, governmental support, and operating mission. These forces include dramatic new types of economic competition, difficulties in growing revenue streams as we had in the past, relative declines in philanthropic and government support, actual and likely future political attacks on universities, and some outdated methods of teaching and learning that have been unchanged for hundreds of years.

Most importantly, technological advances, the Internet, quantitative social science (recently known to the general public as “Big Data”), and the computer revolution have massively reinvented or disrupted travel, music, commerce, sports, newspapers, publishing, and many other information-based businesses. Is higher education next? Remember Newsweek? It was also in the business of creating and distributing knowledge. In 2010, the entire company was sold for $1.00 (Clark 2010; Vega and Peters 2010).

We think that university officials should now begin to act and with this symposium hope to facilitate a larger conversation about what is happening and what action we might take. In our view, political scientists are uniquely positioned to understand the situation, to study the effects of governmental and economic forces on universities, to analyze the fragile political situation, and to help design new strategies and institutions to respond. It is time the profession engages this crucial issue. If universities fail to rethink their strategic situations and business models, they may well fall to the coming educational “tsunami” (Auletta 2012). Doing nothing different, and imagining that nothing will change, is delusional. Inaction at this point may be as irresponsible to students, faculty, and staff at universities as it is to the country and world that depend on the continuing flow of breathtaking innovations that stem from university research to improve the economy, create wonder, and make the world a better place to live.

THE STATUS QUO BUSINESS MODEL

The raison d’être of modern universities has long been the (1) creation, (2) preservation, and (3) distribution of knowledge. Universities function best when all three work together. The resulting synergies have produced dramatic progress for hundreds of years: universities are not only the primary stewards of the scientific community but the most sought after way to become educated, a primary driver in reducing income inequality (de Gregorio and Lee 2002), and a major generator of economic growth (Goldin and Katz 2008). These successes have allowed universities to become even more valued for their abilities to create and distribute knowledge.

But how are universities paid for? The business model of most universities relies primarily on tuition revenue from teaching, with some additional funds from sponsored research and philanthropy. However, sponsored research dollars do not even cover their own costs: each year, universities lose between $700 million and $1.5 billion in administrative and operating costs that are not covered by sponsored federal research grants (Goldman and Williams 2000). For example, the University of California alone reports that it loses approximately $500 million each year in unrecouped indirect costs associated with sponsored research (University of California 2012). Given the lack of support in the current political environment for increased funding, and the strict limits placed on indirect costs and overhead, universities should this burden by relying on other sources.

For the top universities, philanthropy is a significant source of funds, and the donors (especially alumni) are extremely loyal citizens of their university-created communities. They will undoubtedly be counted on for much progress going forward. However, overall philanthropic contributions to higher education are down for only the second time since records have been kept, having dropped more than $400 million since their peak in 2007–08 (National Center for Education Statistics 2010d). The largest gifts have, of course, historically come from the most wealthy, but among this group giving has dropped significantly both in terms of numbers of donors and numbers of dollars and is far more sensitive to changes in economic conditions. Despite huge increases in the concentration of wealth, giving by the wealthiest donors decreased 9.8% from 2005 to 2007, compared to a 1.8% overall philanthropic decrease (Center on Philanthropy 2009). Even the generous billionaires who have pledged to give away half their money (http://j.mp/ScJN4g) will leave with them a breathtaking concentration of remaining wealth. Empirically, it takes years for wealthy people to learn how to become productive philanthropists, and so universities also struggle with the fact that the increasing numbers of younger wealthy (especially from technology ventures) do not presently give as much as the wealthy from previous eras.

Tuition and fees are paid by students, their families, governments, and endowments, but increasing revenue at the same
rates from these sources seems unlikely. For most of the twentieth century, increasing tuition was a reliable, economically sound way for universities to raise revenue because family incomes were rising. When family incomes stopped rising, as they have for the last two decades (Federal Reserve Board Division of Research and Statistics 2012), federal and state governments intervened by providing basic grants and assistance. Today, tuition is outstripping that assistance, and state and federal budgets are more strained and their legislatures less generous. In addition, academics, especially those receiving federal support (such as in schools of public health), are disproportionately liberal Democrats, and so their ability to stay above the political fray may become more difficult to sustain (Fosse and Gross 2012).

In recent years, families have turned directly or indirectly to home equity loans to pay increasing tuition, but, after the real estate crisis, this is no longer a viable option. Today, many students borrow hefty amounts from private lenders without basic consumer protections. Although this was never planned or expected, student loan debt now even exceeds total credit card debt (Federal Reserve Bank of New York 2012)! The top universities are now charging around a quarter of a million dollars for four years of tuition, and so increasing that much more is likely to be untenable given stagnating family incomes. Universities are also tying their own hands by simultaneously offering more financial aid from their endowments, resulting in larger proportions of endowment payouts being devoted to cover tuition. Even in the midst of the economic recession of 2008, many universities increased their student aid. As laudable as this practice is, it does not help their bottom line. Clearly these paths to growth are all being cut off.

Another way to raise revenue is by admitting more students, which universities consistently did through the early twentieth century (National Center for Education Statistics 2010c). However, at this point, the number of students is relatively fixed because of physical constraints at universities, colleges, and even community colleges (see figure 1); unless universities spend what scarce resources they have on large residential, classroom, and other infrastructure upgrades, meaningfully increasing student enrollments on campus is not feasible. Today even the largest universities are not taking many more students, and private institutions long ago gave up on the idea of increasing enrollments as a way to increase revenue.

**ECONOMIC ATTACKS**

We now explore some of the external forces undermining the university business model. In all likelihood, the biggest threat to any university is not another traditional university. After all, when Harvard’s or Princeton’s endowment surges, so does Stanford’s. When the Wisconsin State Legislature cuts the university budget, similar patterns soon follow in California and Ohio. When community colleges in the Northeast are overwhelmed with students and cannot expand to keep up, the same pattern is usually found in the rest of the country. In fact, the relative quality of universities changes little except over the long term, which is, of course, more evidence that universities do not pose much threat to each other. (U.S. News and World Report rankings of universities and departments vary far more from year to year than the quality of these institutions, almost surely because the measurement methods are changed frequently to sell magazines; see Avery et al.)
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The rise of the Internet has perhaps most profoundly affected university libraries. Today, significantly more academic journals and books are available over the Internet than are found in any one university library. Google Books, for example, has scanned some 20 million volumes, establishing a collection that now approximates the size of the US Library of Congress, the world’s largest library (Howard 2012). Much of this content comes directly from collections at Harvard, Stanford, and Oxford, which comprise some of the largest university library systems in the world. Putting it most starkly, consider this: if you were creating a university from scratch, would you choose to invest as much in a library system as today’s universities have historically done? And would you choose to spend additional money on library buildings, heating and cooling systems, and inventory and access control services, just to maintain a collection that everyone else in the world already has free access to online?

Attack #2: distance learning. Another wave of attack on the brick-and-mortar university came from the Internet, which made knowledge previously attainable only on college campuses available to all. Today, Khan Academy, YouTube Edu, Academic Earth, and other outlets make educational videos available for free; many of these videos cover topics that would be standard in many college curricula, particularly in mathematics, engineering, and science (Kolowich 2011; Sengupta 2011). The Internet also makes it possible for people from all over the world to find practice exams, problem sets, visual examples and walk-throughs, worksheets, lecture notes, academic presentations, interactive exercises, webinars, and more for free. In principle, a villager living in a remote part of China or India can read scholarly papers, practice computer coding, witness scientific experiments, engage in original data gathering, practice mathematics problems, ask follow-up questions in online chat rooms and forums, and solicit feedback from experts and teachers. The Internet has created a community of learners.
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fair, this investment is not in social science research about human learning and behavior, but rather applying research to the online environment. It is nevertheless a staggering figure compared to what is sometimes the traditional university’s “see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil” approach to the competition.

Attack #4: online start-ups. Fourth, more recently, a wave of education startups like Coursera, Udacity, and Udemy, and a Harvard and MIT spin-off called EdX have formed to provide smaller numbers of courses to massive online audiences. The companies create what have come to be known as MOOCs (massive open online courses), some of which have enrolled as many as 160,000 students (most recently in Stanford’s “Artificial Intelligence” class). Whereas traditional universities are high touch and large for-profits are low touch, MOOCs operate in “no touch” mode, where every interaction with students is automated, often with peer interaction, chat rooms, peer review, and automated (or peer) grading. Partisans of traditional universities believe that the in-person experience adds considerable value over this type of online-only education. But how much and under precisely what circumstances has not been fully quantified. Moreover, the widespread impression that MOOCs are isolating experiences for student participants is flat wrong: student participants all over the world spontaneously join together into study groups, simulated classrooms, and other joint learning experiences, and this does not even count the automated ways of encouraging students to interact (Duneier 2012).

Making progress in studying and influencing higher education requires an understanding of government, policy, politics, human behavior, institutions, conflict, social organization, and economic forces—which means that political scientists have much to offer in understanding the new landscape.

Although recent quantitative comparisons have concluded the opposite (Means et al. 2010), it seems reasonable to assume that researchers will eventually be able to document the benefits of in-person over online education. But if so, will these benefits persist? What are the benefits of taking four courses in the same semester from the best professors at four different universities, without travel and at far lower cost? Could extra-curricular activities go online, too? Eventually, when immersive video technology is good enough so that we can go out to dinner at different restaurants but still have the experience of dining together, it is difficult to see what could not be put online.

MOOCs are still in their infancy. Today, many more students start these courses than finish, and an astonishingly low percentage do what it takes to get any type of formal record (credit, badges, certifications, etc.) of having completed the course. This may mean that MOOCs are closer to entertainment than education, a sort of TED.com on steroids, and we may instead be learning that people enjoy leisure activities with intellectual stimulation more than the entertainment industry realized. Learning comes in many forms; clearly this innovation has barely begun to take shape.

POLITICAL PROBLEMS
The current economic situation is troubling, but the political situation is hardly more promising. We might ask first whether it is reasonable to think that our elected officials will save traditional universities. After all, in recent years, members of Congress have been battering the leaders of for-profit universities for taking unfair advantage of federal financial aid and students, often convincing students to take out loans for programs with very low graduation and job placement rates. Some university officials scoff at the for-profits, thinking that they have gotten their comeuppance and so the threat has subsided (and indeed private equity investments did sharply drop). However, political scientists should recognize that this as merely an example of successful rent-seeking behavior: although the most extreme abuses are being eliminated, these companies have found a stable, predictable, and locked-in source of US government funds. Some of these funds previously went to traditional universities, and some are new, but either way the political situation is not favorable.

But an even more serious problem is coming. Traditional universities have long been proud to admit and train only the best students. These students certainly make the environment better for learning, but we can think about this differently: the goal of most universities has been to educate only the most educationally advantaged students, for which our
filled with liberals serving, or maybe even creating, other liberals. Or it could be a member of either party merely trying to increase overall wealth. Economists have demonstrated that the massive increases in income inequality since the 1970s are largely due to the growth in education not keeping up (Goldin and Katz 2008) or, to put it another way, due to the failures of traditional colleges and universities in serving the broader American population. The issue could even be adopted by a libertarian who wants to make room for businesses trying to serve the 70% without degrees and upset that the government pays a fortune to subsidize only one segment of the industry. Whoever adopts the issue, and whatever the policy prescription, having the potential for 7 in 10 Americans to benefit would seem to make it a winning political issue, even though it does not benefit traditional universities. Universities clearly have not anticipated the problem and may not be able to respond; they are not ready to increase their student bodies and have no plans to make it possible (Lawton and Katsimitros 2011).

Ultimately, humans tend to regard anything standing still for a while as permanent, and they are often surprised when stasis is followed by a sharp change. Universities, colleges, and society at large will be much better off if we can learn to act in anticipation rather than waiting for the change to define us.

The paradox is that the biggest supporters for expanding the educational franchise and supporting the competitors of traditional universities may well be those within traditional universities. After all, most officials at traditional universities, their boards of trustees, and their faculties are extremely liberal relative to the national electorate. We can see this reflected in sociological studies of faculty (Fosse and Gross 2012), generous university financial aid policies, progressive Affirmative Action policies, aggressive attempts to recruit minorities and economically disadvantaged students, and considerable efforts to keep students from dropping out. Indeed, although they are presently unabashedly in favor of biasing their institutions toward the educationally advantaged, university administrators are highly committed to diversity based on many other variables, such as race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, age, ideological persuasion, geographic and national origin, and academic interests.

INADEQUATE UNIVERSITY RESPONSES

Universities have responded in at least four ways, all important, but none that would lead to an increase in the numbers of students educated or a more sustainable business model. First, as we noted, some have gone after the untapped market of educationally disadvantaged students by establishing extension or distance components—Harvard’s Extension School, New York University’s School of Continuing and Professional Studies, and Yale’s Continuing Education School. However, the largest of these is tiny compared to the for-profits, much less the MOOCs.

Second, other universities have actively sought to develop branch campuses overseas. Prominent examples include New York University’s campus in Abu Dhabi, Yale’s campus in Singapore, and Duke’s attempt to open a campus in the United Arab Emirates. (In contrast, prominent failures include the Michigan State and George Mason University Middle East campuses.) This strategy is expensive, however, and does little to help the 70% of Americans locked out of higher education.

Third, the number of mainstream universities has increased during the last 60 years, but the growth has slowed substantially over the past 30 (figure 1). Today, as many public universities, private colleges, and two-year colleges exist as did 35 years ago. The greatest growth during the past 30 years has come from for-profit colleges.

Finally, universities have moved toward generous financial aid policies, and increasing numbers of students are receiving some sort of financial aid (National Center for Education Statistics 2010b). Although this action has changed the pop-
time to incorporate social science research into our pedagogy. This can include leveraging social networks; introducing, evaluating, and improving peer instruction, team-based learning and other collaborative approaches; and building better automated tools to educate large numbers of students. We offered some ideas along these lines in King and Sen (2012).

Second, although we have a tremendous advantage in educating the educationally advantaged, we need to reach out and learn how to educate other types of students. To learn how to do this, universities need to educate more students of more types. Our physical campuses may be the best way to have some types of impact, but today’s technological changes are making it possible to educate (and learn from) large numbers of not-so-advantaged students even when they are not on campus. Some universities have already started: they are expanding their distance learning offerings (Korkii 2012; Jaschik 2009), forming partnerships with some of the new startups (Markoff 2012), and creating their own startups (Lewin 2012). Thus far, these are small experiments, affecting relatively small numbers of students, but we might look for ways of greatly expanding them.

Third, universities should flex their traditional dominance over the creation and preservation of knowledge— even if their role as sole distributors of knowledge is under attack. We should change the university from a place where knowledge learned outside the classroom is reported to students to one where students themselves directly experience having a hand in creating knowledge. It is a travesty for a student to spend four years at a world-class university and only read about major discoveries in the campus newspaper. Just as spending a semester in a foreign country can change your life, having a seat at the table when a major discovery is made can also be life-changing. Many university faculty are terrific teachers, but those who survive excel at research, are motivated by research, and earned their position in the university because of their research; we should give students that same experience. We should lead with what we are good at, which is in large part research. All research groups on campus should strive to have some type of participation by students or apprenticeship component. This experience students cannot get at any of the for-profit competitors, and although university faculty often love to teach, what gets them up in the morning and keeps them fascinated with their subject matter is the thrill of discovery and invention. Is there a more meaningful gift we can give our students?

Of course, these are just a few possibilities. We hope the discussion that follows reveals other strategies, perspectives, and plans for action. Ultimately, humans tend to regard anything standing still for a while as permanent, and they are often surprised when stasis is followed by a sharp change. Universities, colleges, and society at large will be much better off if we can learn to act in anticipation rather than waiting for the change to define us.
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